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1.

BIRTH CHART DETAILS

1.1. Birth Details
Name: M F Hussein
Birth Day: 17th September 1915
Birth Time: 10:40 AM
Place of Birth: Pandharpur, Maharashtra, India
Time Zone: IST 5:30 East of GMT
Latitude: 17N40
Longitude: 75E019
DST: No
Krushna’s Ayanamsa: 21:46:43
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1.2. Rasi and Navamsa along with Sarvashtakavarga
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The BAV Break up for each planet for the above SAV.
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KAS Power

The planets at the time of birth are as follows.
Sun is in 2nd house from own house, Saturn and Moon are in 6th from own house, Venus is in 12th
from own house, Mars is in 8th from own house, Jupiter is in his own house in Pisces and Mercury is
in his exaltation house in Virgo.
Lagna is Scorpio with Navamsa of Cancer.
Focusing on Navamsa, we can see that Moon, Mercury and Rahu are in Navamsa of Sun, Jupiter is in
navamsa of Moon in sign of cancer its unccha sign, Mars is in navamsa of Venus (Taurus), Saturn is
in navamsa of Mars in the sign of Aries, Venus and Sun are in navamsa of Saturn in the sign of
Capricorn and Ketu is in navamsa of Saturn in the sign of Aquarius.
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In this chart there some very powerful combinations due to 4:10 relations. In this chart, Saturn has
become very powerful due to planets in 4th place from it. Similarly Mars and Saturn are in same sign
and same nakshatra making them samdharmi. Mars too is in 10th place from Su, Me and Ve and its
samdharmi to powerful Saturn. The power is transferred to Saturn as Saturn is more malefic as
compared to Mars due to the fact that Saturn has 2 bindus and Mars has 3 bindus. Therefore the point
from Mercury is transferred to Saturn making Saturn powerful. Since Mars is also powerful
samdharmi to Saturn and it too is malefic in nature both natural and point wise it has less than 4
bindus, so the planet in 4th place also become samdharmi i.e. the planet with more than 4 bindus.
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If you see the Rasi and navamsa charts, you will see that many planets are samdharmi to the most
powerful planet which is Saturn. Mars is samdharmi to Saturn, Sun and Mercury are in 4 th place from
Saturn and become powerful samdharmi to Saturn. Rahu represents Saturn and Ketu is samdharmi to
Saturn by the virtue of being in the navamsa of Saturn. Only Moon and Jupiter are not samdharmi to
Saturn however Saturn is giving power to by these planets by its aspect i.e. it aspects Moon by 7th sign
and making it stronger by +6 and it aspects Jupiter by 10 th sight making it powerful by +6 and
therefore in the above KAS power chart you can see that Mo and Jupiter too have become very
powerful for all 12 house.
Now, there is a question is that what has made this chart a chart so powerful that has raised the status
of a man who started by paining billboards to a famous and renowned painter and a story of rags to
riches.
For that we studied the above points about how the planets have become very powerful to the planet
Saturn and Saturn is also samdharmi to Mars by being in the navamsa of Mars and conjoining it in the
same sign and same nakshatra in Rasi chart. So all planets have relation with the most powerful
planet of Saturn in this chart and Saturn is in 6th sign from its own house i.e. Capricorn which is the
3rd house. 8th house is that of creativity, research, deep thinking, patents etc. So the KARAK planet
(Saturn by being 3 rd lord) for 8th house has come into Plal sthan i.e. 8th house enhancing the power of
8th house and quality as well. Now the KARAKANSHA of 8th house is Mars (the navamsa lord of
KARAK so here for 8th house, Saturn is is KARAK and its ansha in D9 is placed in sign of Aries
which is ruled by Mars and that is why KARAKANSHA of 8th house is Mars) and natural
KARAKANSHA of 8th house is Sun (Mercury is the natural 3rd lord of Gemini and its in navamsa of
Sun) and now mapping these back into Rasi chart, Mars is placed in House B i.e. KARAKANSHA is
also placed in House B and its in 6th sign from 8th house along with KARAK and this has further made
8th house very powerful and has made MF Hussein ji very creative and with his paintings having deep
meaning. The interpretation of the painting by people is different and out of the scope of this
document. Now studying the MOOL KARAK AND MOOL KARKANSHA BOTH NATURAL
AND FUNCTIONAL of 8th house is as follows. Mool KARAK for 8th house is Sun and natural mool
karak is Shani. MOOLKARAKANSHA Or MOOLANSHA Saturn and NATURAL MOOLANSHA
is Mars. Mars is again placed in House B which is 8th house with KARAK and FUNCTIONAL
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MOOLNAHSA is Mars and that too is placed in House B which is 8 th house. So both Karaks and
Mool Karaks and their anshsa i.e. Karakansha and Moolansha are related to 8th house which is House
B making it very powerful.
Now let us study a basic fundamental of a chart which is that the Maharishis have allocated Mars and
Saturn which are two naturally malefic planets the most important house of the birth chart which is
the house of 1st its KARAK 8th house and the 10th and 11th house ie.. the KARAK of Parakram and
Sukh and Happiness i.e. 3rd and 4th house. So these planets are very important planets and if in any
chart if these planets have relation to the 10th house and 5th house in NAVAMSA i.e
KARAKANSHA AND MOOLANSHA and also when they are mapped back and placed in
KSHETRA OF SATURN AND MARS then such relation makes a person rise a lot in life.
Now lets check the navamsa and moolkarak for 10th and 5th house in the table below and their relation
when they are mapped back into Rasi chart.

If you check the 10th house then you will notice Saturn appearing 3 times and along with 2 of Sun and
1 Mars and for 5th house you get 3 Moon and 1 Mars and 1 sun and 1 Venus. When they are mapped
back you can see the huge influence of Mercury for 10th house in both 10th and 5th house showing the
deep thinking and imagination in his career. His thoughts and representation of depth of thought is
via his paintings. Saturn is also a Natural Samdharmi of Venus and Venus also represents Saturn
functionally in this chart. Sun also appears 3 times and Sun is a planet of leadership and natural karak
for 10th house. So this also shows that the native will be a leader or famous in his field and will have
a stupendous rise in life. We also can then go deeper into the rest of the divisional charts and nadis
however that portion is more advanced and for now out of the scope of this document. Suffice to say
that this chart has become powerful just by the study of Rasi and Navamsa and the makeup of the
points.
Now there is one point that also must be demonstrated. Here the KARAK for 6 th house which is that
of work is Lagna and its lord is Mars and Mars is both Natural and Functional KARAK for 6th house
in this chart and here in this chart its in 8th house from its own house i.e. its placed in 8th house. This
reduces the power of Mars so that is the basic law, however in this chart, Mars has become very
powerful samdharmi to Saturn and Mars too has less points i.e. 3 bindus and its in 10 th place from 3
planets so its also samdharmi to Venus and Sun. However we are not transferring power to Mars as
Saturn is more malefic than Mars but Mars has become powerful samdharmi to Saturn and its power
that is lost due to its placed in 8th from own house has become compensated and has become
powerful. Let study this mars in further detail. The Karakansha of 6 th house is Venus and Venus is
placed in House E for 6th house and in 11th house from Lagna thereby making it powerful as well. So
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this Mars has become powerful and it cannot be considered weak. Mool Karak for 6 th house is
Mercury and Moolansha is Sun who is in House E for 6 th house or in 6th from 6th house thereby
making it powerful. So 6th house has again become powerful.
Lets study the 1st house of the chart. 1st house has 25 bindus and its Karak is Mercury and Karakansha
is Sun. Sun is placed in 11th house from Lagna so in upchay sthan and natural karak is Mars and
natural Karakansha is Venus who is also placed in 11th house in upchay sthan making 1st house
powerful. Mool Karak is Saturn and Saturn is placed in 6th from own house in Rasi and placed in the
sign of Mars so natural Moolansha is also placed in karaksthan making it powerful. So 1st house has
become powerful.

Studying the same from Lagna, Sun and Moon and adding the multiplication factor for quality one
can see that the confidence is good and he can take firm decisions. His 3 rd house points are 35 and
that shows his dreams are big and once he makes a decision he has the capacity to follow though.

1.3. Vimshottari Dasha.
Here I am printing the Vimshottari Dasha .
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2.

TIMING OF EVENTS USING VIMSHOTTARI DASHA

2.1. Death of Mother at the age of 3

Death of M F Hussein’s mother happened in the antra of Venus. Venus is LoD for 10 th house and its
also a powerful samdharmi to Shani who has the highest power for 10 th house. (10th house is 8th from
3rd house which indicates the death of Mother).
Now the question is why is it that in this chart the native’s happiness of mother was virtually nonexistent? The answer lies in the in the study of the samdharmi between Mars and Saturn. Mars
represents SELF and Saturn is the lord of 3rd house which is that of Mother. In this case, Saturn and
Mars have become powerful samdharmi and here Mars is aspecting 3 rd house. We know that a
powerful planet’s aspect is also equally bad and here in this case, Mars has become powerful by
become powerful samdharmi to Saturn and Mars aspects 3rd house which is of Mother and as per the
basic laws of KAS, when a planet aspects House B, it will reduce or deny the happiness of the house.
The more powerful the planet is the more malefic will be the aspect. So here Mars which is Self has
been denied the happiness of 3rd house which is of Mother.
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2.2. Start of work in 1937 painting cinema hoardings.

Started his career in the antra of Rahu. Rahu is in House D for 6 th house. Rahu represents Saturn and
Mars and Saturn has highest power in 6th house and its LoD. There is a special law which states that
Rahu and Ketu when they are placed in House D or E, become VERY eager to give the result. So in
this case Rahu has given M F Hussein ji his start of his career.

2.3. Marriage in 1941 and has 3 sons and 2 daughters

The KARAK STHAN for child birth is 12th house and its lord here is Venus. Venus is with Mercury
and Sun in Rasi and with Sun in Navamsa and in the sign of Saturn. This indicates Venus, Mercury,
KAS Reading of M F Hussein
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Sun, Sun and Saturn as 5. Saturn and Mercury represent Female children and Venus, Sun, Sun are
representing Male children.

2.4. Solo exhibition of his paintings in 1952 & 1954 and received
national award.

Mars Mahadasha and in the antra of Rahu and Shani was when these exhibitions were held. Mars is
KARAK for 6th house and 11th house and Mool Karak for 11th and 4th house. Rahu represents Shani
and the antra of Shani is the most powerful antra for M F Hussein ji. So this antra has brought about
these awards. Getting an award increases the status of the native and Saturn has 46 points in the 6 th
house and 54 points in the 10th house. Saturn is powerful for all 12 house of his chart and has no
doubt bestowed great success.

2.5. Honored with Padmashree award in 1966
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In the Mahadasha of Rahu and antra of Saturn, once again has bestowed the Padmashree award to M
F Hussein ji. Rahu represents Saturn and Mars. Saturn is KARAK for 8 th and 9th house and 3rd and 4th
house and Mars is KARAK for 6th and 11th house. So the results of these house will be experienced in
the Mahadasha of Rahu. So in Rahu Mahadasha and Saturn antra he was honored with this award.

2.6. Honored with Padmabhushan award in 1973
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M F Hussein ji was bestowed this award in the MD of Rahu and antra of Venus. Venus is both
natural samdharmi and its also placed in the navamsa of Saturn along with Sun so its Samdharmi to
Sun as well. Sun is the natural KARAK for Authority and it is 10 th lord in the chart which is also
KARAK for parakram. Venus is also LoD for 10 th house and 3rd house showing hard work as well
along with gaining of authority.

2.7. Honored with Padmavibhushan award in 1991

The highest award of Padmavibhushan was award to M F Hussein ji in the Mahadasha of Guru who is
the KARAK for 10th house and in the antra of Rahu who is representing Saturn and Mars and is very
powerful for all 12 house. As one can see how Saturn and its samdharmi are playing an important
role in timing of events in this chart and its evident from the KAS Power worksheet when one studies
the power of the planet Saturn.
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2.8. Appointed member of Rajya sabha 1987

Jupiter Mahadasha and Venus antra gave him a seat in Rajya sabha. Venus is LoD for 10 th house and
is eager to give authority and the Mahadasha is that of Jupiter who is KARAK for 10 th house and the
lord of the house of crown which is the 5th house.

2.9. Left India after 8 cases being filed against him in court 2005
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Eight cases were filed against him in the court in the MD of Saturn and in the antra of Moon. Moon is
placed in the 2nd house and the antra of 2nd house lord or the planets in 2nd house creates worries and
stress. Saturn is the KARAK for 3rd and 4th house and is placed in the 8th house with 2 bindus thereby
becoming malefic for 8th house. 8th house is also that of KARAK for 1st house. Saturn is samdharmi
to 6th lord which is of court cases and enmity. So the Mahadasha of Saturn will exhibit such things.
The antra of Moon being 2nd lord has resulted in court cases being filed against him. Saturn is also in
the navamsa of Aries which is the 6th sign of Rasi chart and thereby the properties of 6th house has
also manifested in this Mahadasha. The antra of Mars also comes after Moon and Mars is the 6 th lord
and Lagna lord. Mars is weak for 5th, 7th, 10th and 12th and borderline for 6th house showing that
enmity, loss of authority and house of crown and comforts.

2.10. Accepted citizenship of Qatar in 2009
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In the Mahadasha of Saturn and in the antra of Rahu, MF Hussein ji accepted to become the citizen of
Qatar. 12th house is considered as the KARAK house and therefore House B will become 5th house.
Rahu represents Saturn who has the highest points in 5 th house and the Mahadasha of Shani is natural
samdharmi to Venus and Venus rules 12th house and 7th house which is Karak and Mool Karak for 5th
house and Karak for 12th house.

2.11. Death on 9th June 2011 in London, England away from home land.
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Daily Points

The death of M F Hussein ji took place in the Mahadasha of Saturn and in the antra of Jupiter. Saturn
is 3rd lord and Functional Karak for Death and the antra is that of 5 th lord or LoD which is Jupiter.
Jupiter is placed in 5th house in its own house and is in retrograde motion which makes it very
powerful as astronomically an outer planet that is in retrograde motion will have its rays reach earth
directly as Earth will come between Jupiter and Sun. Therefore in traditional Jyotish a retrograde
planet is said as akin to an exalted planet and this is the astronomical reason for it. A planet when it
comes in its exaltation sign, then that sign is when the sign is closest to earth and therefore the impact
of the planet that is felt is maximum and hence the term Exaltation. Similarly when a planet is in
retrograde motion, then for outer planet, Earth comes between the outer planet and sun and for inner
planet i.e. Venus, Mercury and Mars, it’s the planet that comes between Earth and Sun and therefore
the impact of a retrograde planet is maximum. A planet that is in its exaltation sign and in retrograde
motion would have maximum impact. That said, in this case, LoD is placed in House D and its in
retrograde motion and its power in the WS is 333 which is the HIGHEST power planet and most
eager to cause death.
Death is considered the most auspicious event as per KAS and it takes place in the planet that has the
highest power. The daily points in this case are also in the rising trend.
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M F Hussein ji died away from his home as Saturn is 3 rd and 4th lord and its samdharmi to Venus who
is 12th and 7th lord. This can indicate that death has happened in a place away from his home land.
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3.

CONCLUSION

This analysis has been done to demonstrate the how a chart is to be read using KAS using the laws
that have been given by Guru ji. One important fact is that the Worksheet which shows the KAS
Power that is derived in this system is fixed based on the birth chart and the divisional charts and it
cannot be changed nor manipulated thereby fixing the basis for study. These points remain constant
for all the astrologers who are studying KAS and therefore the possibility of coming to the same
conclusion is extremely high.
There are some powerful concepts of 4:10 relationship and samdharmi and the detailed study using
Karakansha and Moolansha have been demonstrated in how it’s used in KAS. This is the first level of
detail that has been used and for the study of this chart. As we progress further and the collective
knowledge of KAS grows, we shall be able to further delve further into the depths of KAS.
For the scope of this chart reading using KAS the technique is how to study and approach a chart and
on how to study a chart. This chart was a good candidate for study and we hope that this chart
explanation will be beneficial to the KAS aspirants to understand some of the advanced portion of
KAS.
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